### National NCD Targets for Tonga

#### Premature mortality from noncommunicable disease
- Reduce mortality rate from non-communicable diseases for women (diabetes, high blood pressure, heart attack etc.) from 5% (2015) to 4% (2025)

#### Harmful alcohol use
[no target]

#### Physical inactivity
[no target]

#### Sodium intake
[no target]

#### Tobacco use
[no target]

#### Raised blood pressure
[no target]

#### Diabetes and obesity
- Halt the percentage of mothers with gestational diabetes or Type 2 diabetes by 2020 (baseline 2015/6)
- Reduce incidence and death rates associated with diabetes by 2% per year by 2025

[no target]

#### Drug therapy to prevent heart attacks and strokes
[no target]

#### Essential noncommunicable disease medicines and basic technologies to treat major noncommunicable diseases
[no target]

Reference: National Strategy for Prevention and Control of Noncommunicable Diseases (NCDs) 2015-2020

Based on country-provided documents as of September 2017.

Listed targets are only those closely linked to the Global NCD Targets. Other national targets may exist.